Patterns of Disruptive Feeding Behaviors in Infants With Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome.
Severe irritability in infants with neonatal abstinence syndrome often impacts their ability to feed successfully, which challenges a mother's ability to demonstrate this most basic parenting skill. There is little empiric evidence to guide recommendations for practice in this population. Describe the infant behaviors that disrupt feeding in infants with neonatal abstinence syndrome. A mixed-method approach was used to describe digitally recorded infant feeding behaviors. Qualitative methodology was first used to identify categories of behaviors during the feeding. The categories were used as a coding scheme to identify the temporal sequence, duration, and frequency of behaviors observed during a feeding. The behavior categories that disrupted feeding were identified as fussing, resting, crying, and sleeping/sedated. Infants spent almost twice as much time in fussing as in feeding. The majority of the infants were fussing between 1 and 11 minutes during the feeding, and fussing disrupted feeding in every subject at least once. Feeding behavior occurred only 24% of the time, while fussing and crying occurred 51%. Fussing was the primary transitional behavior from one category to another. Infants who did not complete their feeding had nearly twice the mean number of fussing episodes as those who completed their feeding. Fussing is a transitional state and appears to provide an opportunity to test interventions that help the mothers re-engage their infants in feeding. The frequency of the behavioral transitions provides a measure of irritability that has not been previously described in this population. Additional study is needed to evaluate the impact and contributions of maternal behaviors and external variables on infant behavioral transition.